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Giving the mystic meaning of these wonderful and ancient card emblems in their relationship to

the heavenly bodies, under all conditions; with rules and processes for reading or delineating

the emblems. Copiously illustrated. Written and compiled under the authority of the Mystic

Brotherhood, by Olney H. Richmond, Grand Master of the Inner Temple of the Ancient Order of

the Magi. TABLE OF CONTENTS: (1) the book of the seven thunders (2) The origin of playing

cards (3) The temple of wisdom on Atlantis (4) The sacred Trident 22,000 years ago (5) The

original "Sacred Seven" (6) The number of the infinite, or the divine soul (7) Occult properties

of the number 9, and the mystic star (8) An astronomical measure (9) The Joker and his value

(10) The spirit of numbers (11) Emblem value of the cards (12) The solar value of the cards

(13) Power, development and success (14) Planetary life and time lines (15) How to prepare for

reading the emblems (16) Drawing the emblems (17) Quadration of the test book (18) Astral

powers of the months and days (19) Example of the mystic cross (20) Recapitulation of the

work (21) Definition of the mystic emblems, hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades (22) The solar

quadrate and the cross of Christ (23) Farther explanation of delineating (24) Characteristic

effect of the planets (25) Wonderful peculiarity regarding the effect of the moon (26) The planet

Jupiter, millions of years hence (27) The wonderful properties of the test book Tarots (28) The

quadrated astral test book (29) The double triangle. The mystic star (30) Rules for finding the

negative spirit of cards (31) Examples of double astrals (32) Example of the Tarots with

negative astrals (33) Names of the 5 points of the Tarot (34) Female and male lines (35)

Planetary transformations (36) The Tarot and the Zodiac, birth Tarots (37) Formation of Tarot

number 1. Characteristics (38) The wonderful 36 Tarots and Frames (39) The astro-

phrenological head (40) Calculations of potencies (41) The lost word of oriental mysticism (42)

Strange co-ordinations of the mystic triangle (43) Spirit co-ordinations (44) Unique 3x3 court

tarot (45) The explanations of the magic chart (46) Can this be change? (47) Order of the

Magi. A final word (48) The quadratic layout (49) Delineation under the seven planets (50)

Quadration of Tarots (51) Diagram of the vibrators (52) Parallelograms of birth Tarots (53)

Chart of magic cross and cubes (54) general birth Tarot transformers (55) Charts of zedoic

coordinates (56) The great mystic triangle (57) The shadow of the cross (58) Chart of minute

cards (59) Chart of normal hour rulers (60) The zodiac naturals (61) The mystic story of

Atlantis (62) the grand cross of OM (63) Astral-phrenology. With chart (64) Rulings of the

Zodiac (65) The four test book crosses (66) Altar cloth used in Tarotology and Altars of OM

(67) Inspired Tarots. With emblems (68) Tarot value and souls of Tarots (69) Transformation of

pyramid Tarots (70) Marvellous birth element Tarot (71) Diagrams of twelve month diagrams

(72) The great electric and diamond groups (73) Souls of other wonderful Tarots (74) Four birth

card zodiacs and directions (75) The twelve lights of OM and colors. This is a black-and-white

facsimile reprint of the 1919 edition. Although it has been checked manually, it may contain

imperfections such as marks, notations, marginalia and flawed pages.

About the AuthorMichael Mirdad is a world-renowned spiritual teacher, healer, and author. He

has worked as a healer and counselor for over 30 years and is the author of seven best-selling

books. Michael has facilitated thousands of classes, lectures, and workshops throughout the

world on mastery, spirituality, relationships, and healing. He has been featured as a keynote

speaker in the world s largest expos and conferences, and has been on radio, television, and



various Internet programs. He has also been featured in several magazines, including, Whole

Self Times, Sedona Journal, and Yoga Journal. Mirdad is respected as one of the finest and

most diverse healers of our time for his ability to share the deepest teachings in a clear,

applicable manner. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Manual For the 21st Century Card Reader, Fortune Telling Using Playing Cards, Let's Try
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justine, “Awesome. A great, informative and fascinating book. The other books that are

referenced in this one are also good ones to have. Definitely not a fast read. I think it's a read

and set aside to let it soak in book, well, for me anyway. If you aren't serious or sure if this is

what you want to do, don't get it. If you're a lover of cartography, astrology, astronomy, and

numerology, this is for you. It all gets rolled into one, and shows how it all works together to

bring about what you're looking for.”

Amber FLYNN, “The BOOK!!. If you really want to learn about the cards, this is the book for

you. It is truly the best and most simplistic foundation of learning about our playing card deck

and the sacred mysteries that are within it.This is the first, and original book by Olney

Richmond.If you are here looking to buy this book, look no further.  You have found IT!!!!”

jwedge, “good for those that want all the info they can .... Just some of the basics, good for

those that want all the info they can get.”

Lisa M. Osborn, “Filled with super cool info on the Cards. This book is a must for any

intermediate/advanced student of Destiny Cards system. Although the info is a little hard to

understand at first, as you learn more about this amazing ancient science, you'll refer to this

book and gain a greater understanding.”

Nika Chylimova, “just whatI expected!!. I'm happy to finally have what I was long since looking

for! Such a valuable edition thanks to publishers and sellers for this priceless work!!”

Beth Lawson, “it does have great fascination value. This book is definitely worth having if you

are interested in the ancient mystic card system. It is however written in a very Victorian

manner and the author does not clearly explain how to read and understand the cards. On the

other hand, it does have great fascination value.”

Cat L., “The missing link between Tarot and playing cards. This is truly an exceptional book - it

helps understanding the Tarot too. Did you know that 52 cards represent the 52 weeks of the

year? Or that the 4 suits stand for the seasons? Many more interesting and "must know" facts;

references to astrology, mythology, numerology and so on - make this book a must when

interested in card reading. The quality of the print is not as great though, resembles sometimes

to a poor photocopy and at times it makes it a little hard to read.”

Diane Sass-Ginther, “Five Stars. I just loved the book.”



The book by Michael Mirdad has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 43 people have provided feedback.
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